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Evolution – Transferring to a New PC Guide 
This guide will step you through the process of transferring Evolution to a New PC.  
 
Warning: 
It is a relatively straightforward process however, due to many different complexities and 
configurations of the Access Control System we highly recommend that the Security Installer is 
involved with the process.  
 
This guide does not go through workstation setup, external backup procedures, firewall configuration 
or any port forwarding setups that may be configured at the site.  
 
The security installer will be familiar with the connection communication method and should allow for 
the system to be fully tested for functionality after the PC transfer. 
 
CS Technologies are unable to assist with this process and take no responsibility for this guide. This 
guide is intended to help Security Installers understand the easiest was to transfer the application to a 
new PC. 
 
 
 
1. Backing up Evolution on the OLD PC 
Find the location of the Evolution software. 
 
The Evolution software is by default installed in the c:\cstech\evolution\ folder. 

   
 
Manually copy the entire Evolution folder to USB device. 
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2. Install Evolution on the NEW PC. 
The next step is to install Evolution. The full install can be located on the cstech.biz website. 
 
http://www.cstech.biz/downloads/Evolution/Evolution.2.04.full.install.exe  
 
After downloading, install the software to the PC. Follow the on screen instruction. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT: After installation has completed to not RUN or select the option to run Evolution 
software (**).  
 
 
3. Copy Old Evolution folder to the New PC Evolution folder 
The next step is to copy the entire Evolution folder (Step 1) on your USB to the Evolution folder 
(step 2) created on the New PC.  
 
When copying Override any existing files. 
  
** If you accidentally started Evolution in Step 2, you will need to delete the Evolution folder on the 
new PC before copying the copy on your USB drive. 
 
If the software connects to the controllers via a USB to RS485 comms converter connect this to the 
PC. Windows will automatically install the drivers for the device. 
 
 
4. Start Evolution on New PC. 
You are now safe to start Evolution and it will run exactly the same as it was on the old machine.  
 
Check to see if the controllers are communicating with the software. If they are in RED then there is 
no communication. If they are black then the software is communicating to the controllers. 
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If you have a USB to RS485 connection, you will most likely have change the ‘COM PORT’ in the 
software as the com port can be a different value on different pcs. This usually requires your Security 
Technician to select. 
 
Go to Hardware/Locations 
 

 
   
Here you can select the appropriate COM port (if applicable). 
 

 
 
Your Security Installer should be able to help you with the above and now should confirm and test the 
system has been upgraded correctly. 


